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As America changes from a limited, conservative stance in its social, political and
artistic thought to one that is more inclusive and liberal, the female perspective emerges as
a viable and important component in the recreation of a changing American culture. By
sheer brute force women, especially in the past three decades, have converged full-blown
on the American consciousness. The deplorable condition of women in the first few
decades of the century caused Zora Neale Hurston to refer to women as the "mules” of
the world and poet Margaret Danner to fret: "where are my tall, lovely princes/ Dancing in
slow grace/ toward knowledge of my beauty?" (Stetson 131). Indeed, the lack of
knowledge about women and their perspectives has caused misrepresentation of female
reality. Thus, the images ofwomen are often distorted and confused because of a male-
driven society intent on holding tight to its reigns ofpower.
Very few male writers and scholars have attempted to embrace the woman's
perspectives of women or concede that theirs is a story worthy of telling. Generally,
women writers take up the load and attempt to give their own stories to the world.
However, in the works ofmale writers, such as Michael S. Harper, women in America are
seen as being important in the process of fashioning a better society. As a writer. Harper
sees that one of his roles is to bring attention to those who are forgotten in American
letters and, particularly, women;
At the simplest level there are just people whom I have perpective on and
who mean a great deal to me. I would like to remind readers about them.
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There are too many Americans who want to forget the context out of
which these people came (Lloyd 120).
As his works testify, this mission often involves reminding readers about the context in
which women exist. Evident in the poems dedicated to women like Sara Vaughan, Bessie
Smith and Gwendolyn Brooks is Harper's role as poet and heir to the legacy of great
women, past and present. His poetry reveals a unique sensitivity to the struggles of black
women in America. As a writer who focuses on such topics as jazz and the preservation
of familial ties. Harper's poetry has experienced favorable critical praise (Stepto 477).
Questions such as how the configuration of female subjectivity manifests itself in Harper's
poetry and how Harper views himself as poet in relation to his female subjects must be
addressed in order to fully understand the underlying themes of redemption and healing, so
often a part ofhis poetry.
The poetry of Michael S. Harper reflects a broad range of experiences. It
examines relationships between the past and present, historical events between the
individual and society, and personal tragedies within and against the backdrop of an often
hostUe world. Although much of Harper's poetry focuses on the struggles of Afiican
Americans, he is interested in the suffering of all humanity and his aim is to unify
discordant elements. Themes dealing with music, such as jazz and blues, history, death
and the struggles ofwomen are prominent in his works.
Harper's varied subjects stem, perhaps, fi'om his own multifaceted interest. Bora in
Brooklyn, New York in 1938, Harper was fortunate to have parents who emphasized
education and industriousness. His father, Walter Warren Harper, was a postal worker
and his mother, Katherine Johnson Harper, was a medical secretary. Their home included
a huge collection of jazz and blues records, which influenced Harper's unusal fascination
with music and musicians, such as Bessie Smith, Loixis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Billie
Holiday and others. Expecting their eldest son to become a doctor. Harper's parents made
sure that he followed an academic curriculum in high school; and when Harper entered
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Los Angeles State College, he concentrated on a curriculum in medicine. As a college
student, though, he worked full time in the post oflBce, surrounded by educated African
Americans like his father, who could not obtain employment elsewhere (Herman 402).
Harper credits his stint in the post oflBce as being his most profound "college"
education. His coworker's "sharp wit" and varied interests were often challenging to him;
for their duscussions included philosophers, poets and even Russian writers such as Anton
Chekhov and Fyodor Dostoevski. Sometimes, these men told stories from their Afiican
American experience, and from them. Harper learned about American race relationships
and about the broader aspects of human nature. He also learned about language -- black
speech patterns, silences, narrative structure and how to tell a good story. Thus, after
college Harper did not pursue a career in medicine, but one in literature and poetry,
instead, at the University of Iowa (Herman 403).
Harper envisions himself as an individual who must use his poetry to make sense of
the variety ofviewpoints inherent in the process of change. A particularly conscious poet.
Harper sees America as multidimensional and its people as mulitfaceted individuals shaped
through their history, culture and politics. In order to get to the substance ofwho we are
in this country. Harper believes writers must examine all aspects of American life as it
fluctuates;
Certainly to live in America and to be awake means by definition
to attend oneself and one's sensibilities to change. At one level or
another that ends up being political. I think anybody who's a fairly
close readerwould figure out what my political beliefs are, what my
point ofview is on various things, and I think that a good writer,
and especially a good writer in the American context, has to deal with
the political on one level or another. The way the political is dealt with
has to do not only with technique but with sensibility and what you are
able to master (Lloyd 121).
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In the tradition of great jazz and blues musicians. Harper offers his skill in the
improvisational spirit of growth and change. Believing in the testimonial power of art
(visual, musical and written). Harper dedicates himself to preserving the wisdom of past
and present cultural "saints" who, through their lives and works, propose ways to heal the
emotional pains intrinsic in the American experience. The friendships and criticisms
between Harper and such literary giants as Sterling A. Brown and Robert Hayden add to
Harper's reliance on historical perspective, as well as discovery of the human experience in
the common ways of everyday folk. Harper gives credit to Sterling Brown for his
exploration oftraditional American culture and African American idioms:
Embracing standards that in the best American tradition
are irreducibly human, he wants acceptance as a whole man,
colored not by his skin but by his love of the blues and jazz and
blackfolk speech, which he emphasizes "is not 'dis' and 'dat'
and a split verb, but rather the distilled metaphysics of "been down
so long they don't worry me." To say that Sterling Brown is a
powerful poet is inexact; his poems have a delivery that is
both available, almost easy and so subtle and finely organized
as to defy easy analysis (Harper 295).
Harper also makes his poems available through his penetration into the emotional core of
personal pain and joy. In his efforts to uncover the true nature of "self," Harper mirrors
another mentor and fiiend, Robert Hayden:
His recalling the schizoid past brutalities was always
shaped to light the future. He was a poet of the discover
of self as art, not a proponent ofthe confessional mode, but a
poet ofdesign who saw patterns of consciousness in the foibles and




Additionally, Xavier Nicholas writes of the importance of Robert Hayden in Harper's
development as a poet. Hayden, an African American modernist and jazz enthusiast, set
the pace for Harper as a man and a creative artist:
Harper admired Hayden not only as a poet, but also as a man.
Whereas the correspondence between Ama Bontemps and
Langston Hughes records the experiences of established writers
who are the same age, the correspondence between Harper and
Hayden is unique in the sense that herewe have a younger
poet looking to an older poet as his mentor. In his poem "Healing Song,"
Harper pays tribute to Hayden when he calls him "this creature of
transcendence/ a love-filled shadow congealed and clarified."
Their relationship grew to the point where they saw each other as "kin"
(Nicholas 97).
The necessity of "kin" in the life and works of Harper can be traced back to his
strong family ties in New York and California, as well as in such volumes as Images of
Kin which explores how kin connect to create healing. As Harper states in an interview,
"kin" extends much further than bloodlines or genepools;
When I say kin. I'm talking about those particular
epiphanies-often configured around personalities,but
sometimes event- that make up a pantheon ofnourishment
that I get, not only as a human being but as a writer (Lloyd 120).
In Harper's poetry, we see kinship as the intercoimecting flow of emotional and physical
experience upon which one person may attribute the necessary ingredients for growth and
healing to the behavior ofanother.
Like Robert Hayden who refused to change his poetic style to fit the standards of
the Black Aesthetic in the 1960's, Harper also refuses to place himself in categories which
may confine his artistic expression (Nicholas 978). He therefore rejects the label of "black
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poet," but instead, insists on his role as an American poet writing out of the black
experience. With this broader focus Harper's perspective as a writer encompasses a
variety of view points. Harper's belief that all experiences must be taken into account in
his reimaging ofAmerica makes him particularly sensitive to recognizing women and then-
struggle for empowerment. Harper brings to his subject matter feminine motifs which
captiue the varied interpretations of the African American's life in America. By
expounding upon the pain and consciousness of women. Harper is able to methodically
categorize the black experience based upon historical references and the woman's
reflection of life and loss. For Harper art becomes a political means to uncensor the
missing record, therefore divulging the complexities ofthe American cultural tradition.
In order to effect change, the female point of view must be taken into
consideration as a significant part of the dialogue on what constitutes culture, art, tradition
and morality on a societal, communal and individual level in America. Harper's poetry
addresses all of these aspects, handling a range of subjects and topics about females.
Harper provides a full view of different women, each important in her ability to offer
insights into the human condition.
From very political topics such as racism in America and the VietnamWar, to very
personal tragedies Uke the death ofhis sons. Harper uses women as the impetus to explore
these various subjects and to come to some resolution towards peace and healing.
Acknowledging the role ofwomen as political agents for healing societal wounds. Harper
uses historical images and symbolism to remind readers of the context in which American
society operates. History becomes a map of the future with women as guides, providing
insights and light to battle the darkness of ignorance and past mistakes. However, it is
important to recognize that Harper does not hold females on a lofly pedestal, untouchable
by human mistakes and failures. His female subjects have very human qualities and often
struggle with their own sense of failure. His poems dedicated to his mother-in-law Ruth
McLaughlin BuflBngton concentrate on her efforts to resolve her emotional and physical
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illnesses brought on partly because of her own personal failures and a distorted society
which infects its people with emotional suffering. Yet, even these poems portray Ruth's
search for healing through her kin; and through this act she is able to reflect on her past
and rediscover self
Despite their diflBculties, women also foster a sense of family in Harper's poetry.
In poems such as "Alice" and "Alice Braxton Johnson," Harper pays homage to women's
courage in holding on to family; and to the fact that by preserving it, people understand
better their dependence on one another. Harper's writing reflects the belief that despite aU
differences (race, religion, gender), it becomes possible to foster a sense of community
through shared histories and cultures. Ofl:en it becomes the woman who nurtures this
sense of community.
Through acts ofnurturing and viewing history, women are able to find a new sense
of empowerment which also energizes others. In Harper's poetry this arrival of self
awareness brings with it redemption and healing. The process becomes a path in which
history and culture provide the traction and women provide the energy. At the center of
this journey is kinship and Harper's proposition that we are all cormected in our efforts to
change and evolve.
Harper is the author of several volumes of poetry, including Dear John, Dear
Coltrane. 1970; History is Your Own Heartbeat: 1971, Debridement. 1973; Nightmare
Begins Responsibility. 1974, Images ofKin: New and Selected Poems: 1977; and Healing
Song For The Irmer Ear: Poem, 1985. Because of this study's focus, exclusively, on
Harper's portrayal ofwomen in his poetry, I have used selected works fi'om these volumes
to examine his vision ofblack women and their struggles in America's fluctuating society.
Thus, Harper's poetry reflects the conviction that women have played vital cultural
roles as cormectors with the past, interactors within the community and preservers of self
empowerment for a better future. Women's capacity to endure life's tribulations, while
also remaining focused on survival for themselves and their families, make them valuable
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assets to understanding human relationships. Their consciousness depicts an awareness of
both the psychological and spiritual which, along with their inward intuitiveness, lead to a
heightened sensitivity towards external life. In this discussion of Harper's representation
ofwomen and the functioning of pain and consciousness in his poetry, it is necessary to
examine how images ofwomen are depicted on societal, familial and individual levels. In
the first chapter, "Harper's Consciousness ofWomen's Role in History," I will concentrate
on how Harper uses history to examine the way women operate as historical caretakers
and connectors to the past. In the second chapter, "Harper's Consciousness of the
Importance ofWomen in Family," I will focus, especially, on women's interaction with
men and their tribulations associated with birth and death. Finally, in the third chapter,
"Harper's Consciousness of Women's Struggle for Identity and Empowerment," I will




Harper's Consciousness ofWomen's Role in American History
In an interview conducted by David Lloyd at Brown University in the summer of
1984, Michael Harper discussed the problem of distorted interpretations of American
history and its consequences for African Americans in particular. According to Harper, a
recorded history which negates, abolishes, and distorts the contributions of African
Americans makes it almost impossible for African Americans to become active participants
in the culture because of the exuberant energy they must spend reconstructing how that
culture is presented (Lloyd 120). Life, therefore, becomes a never-ending battle to
uncover the truths of the past in order to defeat historical misinterpretation and its
offspring of racial hatred and self hatred. Michael Harper speaks of the problem of
reinterpreting the historical record in America:
I think the important thing about Americans is that they're not very
good historians. And Americans are really bad historians when it comes
to moral ideas because they can't keep them in their heads very long.
They're very topical people, and this is not to say that some ofthem
are not sincere. But on the issue ofBlack Americans in particular,
the continuity ofmoral ideas gets thrown to wind almost at every
turn (Lloyd 152).
In a type of cultural amnesia, America excludes ethnicity and gender in its
formulation of values and morals. Thus, holding on to ancestral bonds becomes even
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more imperative as a means to reconstruct an accurate historical record and a sense of the
presence in the past. Harper envisions his poetic craft as a tool to help uncover the missing
truths ofhistory and conduct these truths to a wider audience. Through reliance on such
poetic techniques as imagery, metaphor and symbolism. Harper's poetry encompasses a
mission to expose the forgotten heroes and heroines of the past and to see how their
stories apply to the trials and tribulations of today.
Women's history has also, in general, been missing from scholarly discourse; and
when it is present, it is often times more fiction than fact. Paula Giddings, in her
discussion of the book Black Rage, examines how women have suffered at the hands of
male authors in their portrayal ofblack history:
Male authors reiterated the familiar negro pathology thesis, arguing that
repressed anger had historically led to black self contempt. This was
presented as the legacy of slavery. But as to how this legacy had
been perpetuated for so long, the answers provided by this book seemed
to point more to bad black womanhood than to white racism (319).
The plight of women and their absence from historical discourse is not overlooked by
Harper. Harper's poetry attests to his sensitivity to the dilemmas and travails of women,
and also incorporates women into the important healing process which lies at the
foundation of much of Harper's poetry. In poems, such as "Gen'l Tubman As We Call
Her," and "American History" women are presented as preservers of the past. In "In the
Projects," "Blues Alabama," "Alice" and "The Families Album," women are seen as
historical caretakers who provide organization in order to elevate social chaos. In these
roles, women also fimction as healers who, through their roles in history and
interpretations of the past, provide insight and understanding for people struggling today
to fit within American society.
In "Gen'l Tubman As We Call Her" and "American History," Harper utilizes the
images of different women as a means to retrace the past. In these works Harper
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constructs a linear chain of historical events which concludes at the end of the poem in
political messages concerning the lack of American justice, equality and morality. The
women, through their stories and images, provide each link to this chain and leads the
reader to reevaluate what has been perpetuated as "truth" as well as the social, political
and economic forces which have sustained it. In "Gen'l Tubman As We Call Her," found
in part one ofHarper's Debridement entitled "Kstory as Cap'n Brown," Harper's technique
ofutilizing historical figures to recover the past is evident, as is his desire to memorialize
Harriet Tubman, conductor on the Underground Railroad during slavery. The poem
begins by recognizing the high price designated for her capture, recounts Harriet's
struggles, and praises the courage ofabolitionist:
$10,000: dead or alive won't catch her;
dreamer of dreams and sickness will.
"Serpent in rocks and bushes,
head of a white-bearded old man,




the heads spoke in tongues."
While at writing table
two wrens flew in
from their porch nest
fluttering attention;
a snake on our post
set to eat our young in the nest,
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father killed the snake,







then I heard ofHarper's Ferry (1-25)
In lines 1 through 9, Harper introduces Tubman through biblical imagery and references to
her personal trauma suffered at the hands of slaveowners. Tubman was illiterate but very
knowledgeable of the Bible, so she used scriptural references as cover for her clandestine
rescue operation, referring to the slavocracy as Egypt and herself as Moses (Newman 80).
Harper structures the poem around these biblical images in the first half of the poem in
order to establish clear distinctions between the evil of slavery and the "sainthood" of
Tubman, who was "called" a liberator ofher people. In lines 3 through 5, Harper uses the
image of the serpent, the quintessential symbol of evil, in contrast to John Brown, the
white abolitionist who plotted a war of insurrection and liberation initiated at Harper's
Ferry in 1859:
Serpent in rocks and bushes,
head of a white-bearded old man,
then two younger heads spoke (3-5)
Institutional slavery, including the white slave owners, represent the evil which often hides
in "rocks and bushes" prepared to usurp a slave's quest for fi'eedom. However, John
Brown, "a white-bearded old man," speaks beckoning Tubman on to fulfill her calling.
Harper discusses why Brown is such an important historical figure:
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[W]hat I liked about the John Brown example was, it seemed to me,
that after Benjamin Quarles did a book called Blacks on Brown, John
Brown had the trust ofblack people in a way that few black people did.
I'm talking about his contemporaries. His life was really an adventure
to me. And of course he was an Old Testament figure (Martin 445).
The poet sees Brown as an Old Testament figure in line 9: "the heads spoke in tongues."
Speaking in tongues refers to a state of spiritual connection with God in which the
recipient is able to speak in unknown languages while receiving messages from God.
Therefore, Brown and Tubman represent not only the physical act of liberation, but the
spiritual as well.
Harper also makes references to Tubman's blackout seizures which were brought
on after she was attacked and hit on the head as a young girl by a white man. During
these blackouts. Tubman said she had visions which included horrifying images of the
middle passage (Newman 82). In lines 2 and 8, Harper writes of these episodes and
further establishes Tubman as a powerful spiritual woman, a "dreamer of dreams," and a
"dreamer of wishful deeds." The image of Tubman as a dreamer confirms that she is a
visionary who is able to see beyond the limitations of bondage, a point clearly established
in the fact she was never captured inspite of large awards offered for her capture or death:
"$10,000; dead or alive wont catch her."
In the last two stanzas of the poem. Harper integrates imagery of nature as
symbols of freedom from oppression. The recurrence of the wrens in lines 11,15, 17 and
20, foreshadows an imminent freedom which begins to come to fiuition at the end of the
poem:
While at writing table
two wrens flew in




Harper establishes the importance of educational development in the line; "while at the
writing table," and constructs through the symbolic imagery of the bird, the growing need
for liberation from slavery. The wrens fly inside "fluttering attention" much like the
growing hunger for freedom experienced by the slaves. Even though the snake (the
oppressor) stands ready to eat the young birds, the slave's quest for freedom is not halted
because liberators like Tubman and Brown have the power to destroy the oppressor:
"father killed the snake," and to ensure freedom's survival: "the wren's song burst/ a
successful omen."
In the final stanza of the poem. Harper questions if a true sense of freedom, as
represented by the birds, has been achieved or if only a symbolic freedom is achieved, like





on a table; (14-17)
However, Harper, in the last line of the poem, relies on history to resolve these doubts:
"then I heard of Harper's Ferry." John Brown's raid reminds the reader that despite
continuing oppression, the legacy ofwarriors like Tubman and Brown, indeed, establishes
a true sense offreedom.
In several of Harper's works which reveal what it means to be Black and
American, women provide the impetus to discover the atrocities and contradictions
between Afncan American reality and the mythological American dream. A prime
example is seen in "American History" where Harper uses a 1960's bombing of a black
church in Alabama to remind readers of a destruction of black life. The four young Black
girls who were killed while attending Sunday school demonstrate how American idealism.
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which professes liberty and justice, has always sacrificed Afiican Americans in its mission
to maintain white social and political power:
These four black girls blown up
in that Alabama church
remind me of five hundred
middle passage blacks,
in a net, under water
in Charleston harbor
so redcoats wouldn't find them.
Cant find what you cant see
can you? (1-9)
As in "Gen'l Tubman As We Call Her," in "American History," Harper builds a chain of
historical events, beginning with the tragedy of the Alabama bombing, then regresses back
to the horrors of the middle passage. Harper's intent in this poem is to show correlations
between past and present abuses of Afiican Americans. In lines 1 through 4, Harper
connects the girls to the middle passage:
These four black girls blown up
in that Alabama church
remind me of five hundred
middle passage blacks (1-4)
Harper Unks the history of the Afiican American race, still struggling against
oppressive racial violence in the twentieth centuiy, to the distant ancestral past. The poet
makes this connection in order to lament an unchanging American society which refiises to
cease its assault on Afiican Americans. The poem makes the reader conscious of the
needless sacrifice ofAfiican American life. In lines 5 through 7, Harper suggests that the
true enemies ofAfiican Americans are not outside forces, represented as British soldiers
or redcoats, but America itself:
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in a net, under water
in Charleston Harbor
so redcoats wouldn't find them (5-7)
Ironically, in a country which was founded upon the principles of truth, justice and
fi*eedoni, these same ideals are inverted to represent deception, injustice and bondage for
Afiican Americans. As Stepto indicates. Harper utilizes symbols of safety, (the church,
the harbor and net), then transforms them into weapons of violence in the same way
American society has transformed its sacred principles into principles of oppression. The
historical chain initiated with the murdered Black girls concludes in lines 8 and 9;
Can't find what you can't see
can you? (8-9)
Here, Harper alludes to the invisibility of the Afiican American within the fi'amework of
American society. This becomes a strong political statement which, when added to the
previous principles of inversion and transformation in the poem, attests to America's
insistence, in the present as well as historically, to hide the true worth of Afiican
Americans and the violence and oppression inflicted upon them.
In another poem, "In the Projects," Harper poses contradictions between Afiican
American reality and the American dream. The woman. Mama, serves as the stabilizing
force who cares for her son who is assaulted by the psychological effects of the Vietnam
War. Even though Harper did not participate in the war, he is able to convey its brutality
and pain through conversations he had with his brother-in-law (Martin 442). In an
interview conducted by Reginald Martin, Harper discusses the tragedy ofDwight Johnson,
the first black to win the Congressional Medal ofHonor and who, later, turned to a life of
crime and was killed during a burglary attempt:
I wanted to investigate the options that were offered him,
which were no options at all: to be an executioner, be a killer
or be a victim (Martin 445).
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With this dilemma of the Vietnam veteran in mind. Harper points out conflicts between
African American reality and the American dream:
Slung basketballs at Jeffries
House with some welfare kids
weaving in their figure eight hunger.
Mama asked if I was taking anything?




"Better keep electronic nigger 'way."
Electronic Nigger?
Mama, unplug me, please. (1-11)
Harper creates a portrait of economic, emotional and social deprivation: "...welfare kids/
weaving in their figure eight hunger." Immediately the narrator is placed within this
poverty stricken world and becomes a part of it: "Slung basketballs at Jeffries/ House with
some welfare kids." With the introduction of drugs, the psychological effects of addiction
are seen as perhaps a means ofescape for the narrator: "I rolled up my sleeves:/ no tracks,
mama." This stanza also incorporates Mama as the active observer to the narrator's
internal conflict, who must also question if the narrator is in fact destroying himself
Mama is the one caring and positive element in the poem.
In lines 8 through 10, the narrator is seen as even further isolated from the black
community; " 'black-medal-man ain't street-poisoned,’ militants called; 'Better keep
electronic nigger 'way'." Because ofhis internal conflicts and his endless hopelessness and
ostracism from the community, the narrator is a tragic figure who must rely upon his
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mother to provide some relief for his troubles; "Electronic Nigger?/ Mama, unplug me,
please." This desperate cry to Mama for help, qualifies her as the rescuer who must
"unplug" the black man's link to political and sociological deception in the white media
and in white society. Mama is the stabilizing force which the black man calls upon to
recapture his sense of identity apart fi'om the manipulation suffered in the war and on the
streets among the projects ofurban America.
In the poem "Blues Alabama," the woman, a traditional black blues singer,
operates as the healer and stabilizing force in the face of Black degradation. This poem
illustrates how women serve to reinterpret history while also creating a means for survival
through artistic expression;
She's blacker
than the night which holds
us in our communion
against the white picket fences.
There's clash in her eyes,
and she smiles whitely
in the tambourines.
There's a folk song audience
of rebels who lover
her mother into children,
and then the children,
and they're all in the roads
searching for the art
which makes singing
a blessing ofhatred. (1-15)
Harper offers here a reverent, ceremonial vision of a matriarchal black woman; "She's
blacker than the night which hold/ us in our communion/ against the white picket fences."
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By contrasting the black woman and the white picket fences, which symbolize the reality
of white American idealism and white society. Harper constructs the work so as to
inscribe the juxtaposition of black pain and suffering against white idealist attitudes of
equality and prosperity. This is confirmed in the next lines: "There's clash in her eyes/ and
she smiles whitely/ to the tambourines." The clash depicts the woman's anger and internal
conflict as she attempts to mask her true feelings from the white audience.
In "Blues Alabama" Harper uses the image of the Black woman as a symbol to
focus on the tension for Black survival in the midst ofwhite society's continuous need to
destroy Black people. As a means of survival, the woman must perform for her white
audience in a way which disguises her true feelings:
There's clash in her eyes,
and she smiles whitely
in the tambourines (5-7)
In this act, the woman connects the African-American past to the contemporary struggle
for equality and the development ofa Black voice. The woman holds the delicate balance
between Black despair and Black liberation through artistic expression by giving voice to
the tragedies suffered in the black community. She brings the art to the people, which
becomes the only outlet for the expression of the community's pain and frustration.
Through her ability to use her art as weapon, she is able to achieve a sense of vindication
for all black people who are: "searching for the art/ which makes singing/ a blessing of
hatred."
"Blues Alabama" suggests the strength of Harper's dedication to kinship and
ancestral ties. There is a touch of irony in the piece in lines 8-11:
There's a folk song audience
of rebels who lover
her mother into children,
and then the children. (8-11)
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The audience becomes representative of American society, which may embrace the
woman's singing but may fail to realize the pain and suffering inherent in the blues and in
the hearts of the black community. The audience only enjoys the musical appeal of the
woman and her song, yet fails to understand the social construct behind the art, and thus,
fails to accept responsibility for past atrocities committed against the Black community.
The audience becomes a representation ofwhite society which has historically functioned
as the rapist and enslaver ofBlack people and, in turn, created children bom through rape;
"who lover/ her mother into children." The image of the black woman exposes these
connections and acknowledges the historical healing power of the blues in the lives of
Black kith and kin. The importance of the blues in Black life is framed in the poem
through spiritual references at the beginning and end of the work. In line 3 the woman
"holds us in our communion"; then again, in the last line of the poem, her singing becomes
"a blessing of hatred." Here, the woman not only provides an outlet for the voicing of
despair, but is a conduit for the healing power of the blues.
Central to Harper's task of reconstructing an accurate historical record is his
establishment of a sense of place in addition to making lucid associations between how
historical "place" modifies contemporary, physical and spiritual "space." How Afiican
Americans view themselves within a global community influences their day to day reality.
"Place," where Afiican Americans come from and live, influences their "space" within the
society, where they see themselves in relation to others and to God. For generations of
Afiican Americans, the charge to form a more truthful history has always involved the
installation of a sense of place upon the collective societal memory. Melvin Dixon
discusses the importance ofplace in his essay, "The Black Writer's Use ofMemory:"
In my reading ofAfiican American literature, I sense a movement of
cumulative racial significance, from the particular to the global, from, say,
Harlem, an urban district, to the South, a region of several states, and to
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Africa, a continent. These sites have been used by many African American
writers not only to evoke a sense ofplace but, more importantly, to enlarge
the frame ofcultural reference for the depiction ofblack experiences by
anchoring that experience in memory-a memory which ultimately rewrites
history (258).
For Harper, historical "place" becomes indispensable in the labor of unearthing ancestral
connection and using them as necessary fuel to survive present atrocities and hardships,
bell hooks discusses how place and location are important in the process of revisioning
culture:
From a radical standpoint, perspective or position, "the politics of location"
necessarily calls those ofus who would participate in the formation
ofcounter-hegemonic cultural practices to identify the spaces where
we begin the process of re-vision (hooks 145).
In Harper's poetry, this revisioning often takes place from a woman's perspective. In
several of Harper's works, women establish the sense of "place." No example is more
poignant than in "The Families Album."
In the first lines of the poem. Harper introduces the woman and her children,
whose black dresses are juxtaposed against the tar road on which they travel:
Goggled mother with her children
stomp on the tar road,
their dresses black:
sugar maple, white pine,
apple tree, red oak,
pine, cedar, deer moss
watch the archival print
in their death march (1-9)
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Harper, in these initial lines, alludes to a pilgrimage which takes place on both physical
and spiritual planes in reference to history and place. The tangible, realistic, black tar road
corresponds to the spiritual act ofmourning symbolized in "their black dresses." The list
of trees which: "watches the archival print of their death march," displays the coimection
to the earth and secures "place" as not only a physical act of human construction, but also
one which is firmly rooted in the natural process. Harper, in many ofhis poems, especially
when writing about the themes of birth and death, personifies nature as it commemorates
the importance of the female in society and community. In this poem nature becomes an
active participant which bears witness to the woman's life journey and pain.
As seen in lines 12 and 13, the woman and her children serve as a link to history
and place: "for they lived here/ as they live with us now," and in lines 14 through 19 the
woman becomes a spiritual presence within the house, working to "correct" not only the
physical flaws inherent in the place, but also the spiritual wounds of those who have
followed:
in these squared windows,
unsquared, in wallpaper tom
down, in the bare beams
of the addition plastered,
in a mother's covered eye
diseased by too much light (14-19)
In the first stanza, the narrator suggests that the physical constmct of the house is built
upon the pain and consciousness of the woman and her children who suffered there: "in a
mother's covered eye,/ diseased by too much light, too much blood which stmck/ her
husband dead, too much/ weed to make the farm work/ too many crooked doorways/ on a
dirt road tarred over."
In the final stanza. Harper fully incorporates the woman into not only the spiritual
sense of place, but the physical as well. The woman becomes so central to place that her
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body symbolically becomes a part of the home. The narrator is able to recognize the
essential nature of the woman in reference to the estabhshment ofplace and history. Even
in her death, she becomes a provider for the future: "her spring watering her grave/ where
the fiuit, vegetables, woodpile, lie." Again, references to nature frame the poem and
allows the reader to make the correlation between natural process and the natural strength
of the woman . Thus, the reader discerns a sense of power for the woman and the
narrator who share a connectedness because they have occupied the same place.
Harper's tactic of invoking the presence of the ancestors through place and ritual
has its roots in African and African American tradition. In his poem "Ahce" in Nightmare
Begins Responsibility, the bond between the contemporary writer Ahce Walker and her
hterary ancestor Zora Neale Hurston demonstrates how the two women preserve history
and how the link to the past functions as a means for contemporary survival.
The poem refers to Alice Walker's essay about her journey to place a head stone
on the grave of Zora Neale Hurston, who died in poverty on January 28, 1960. The
symbohsm in the work involves layers of the Uteral and the figurative where Walker and
Hurston, through their shared status of artist and black woman, succeed in unearthing a
piece of lost history and preserving it for the future. Lines 1 through 4 suggest that
Walker's trek to recover Hurston's grave is not only a journey to pay tribute to a literary
ancestor, but a means to bring back a missing piece of history. The snakes and weeds
represent both the hostility in which black women existed, and the wild and dangerous
place from whence Hurston's history must be retrieved:
You stand waist-high in snakes
beating the weeds for the gravebed
a quartermile from the nearest
relative, an open field in Florida: lost (1-4)
Through Hurston's guidance as an ancestor. Walker completes the link between the
historical and the contemporary. Tradition and ritual hold the link in place:
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and when she speaks
from her sunken chamber to call
you to her side, she calls
you her distant cousin, her sister
come to mark her burial place
with bright black stone. (5-10)
Hurston, as the ancestor, is the guiding force which leads Walker to the sacred place
where Hurston lies. This journey parallels Walker's mission to enlighten the world to
Hurston's literary genius which had been lost for many years. The poem also suggests that
Harper is indeed a historian, preserving Walker's search and recovery ofHurston. Placing
Hurston's "black rock of ages" on her burial sight becomes not only a personal act of
fulfillment for Walker, but also accomplishes the establishment of a sense of immortality
for Hurston, another "saint" for which Harper holds so much reverence. Joseph Brown
writes of Harper's concentration on using names in the poem to invoke history;
....[Hjere also Harper makes those who are dead become present
by the invocation ofthe name. In a most classical sense, the act
ofwriting bestows immortality. For Harper, the poet must be actively
engaged in searching out worthy saints, chanting their name; must
carve the "testimony in stones," and guide the reader to these complex
signs for instruction and confirmation (Brown 212).
Harper also aptly uses references to Hurston's work in traditional Afiican
American religious practices and folklore to celebrate the establishment ofHurston's place
among the historical icons. The references to snakes in the poem, as well as to conjuring
in the first stanza, all connect Hurston and Walker to Afiican American folklore and
confirms Hurston as a part of the tradition that she spent a life time studying. The power
of tradition is also confirmed in its ability to dictate a sense of control of the present and
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the future. Walker’s physical act ofplacing the stone becomes an opening to the floodgate
of truth which is essential to chart new courses to the future;
Floods oftruth flow from your limbs
of these pages in a vision swollen
in experience and pain:
that child you stepped into blossom
ofa man's skull beaten into smile
of submission, you gathering horse nectar
for offering over a baby's crusted gasp,
for centuries ofmotherhood and atonement
for which you write, and the rite written. (26-34)
Harper accomplishes a couple of things in this stanza: the connection between the past and
future by references to ancestors and children, and the act of showing that literature is a
means for holding on to history. Harper also makes clear the importance ofwomen in this
process in the lines: "for centuries ofmotherhood and atonement for which you write, and
the rite written."
In the last stanza of "Alice," Harper suggests that the unbreakable bonds are
between family and community. By Harper's invoking ofWalker's name, "Alice," he now
travels through the same rite to establish Walker and his own grandmother, Alice Braxton
Johnson, as important historical "saints." Walker's battle past the snakes to bring back a
part of Hurston's legacy fi-om the past has far reaching effects on not only Walker and
Hurston themselves, but also on Harper and all others who seek out the guidance of the
ancestors in hostile modem times;
And for this I say your name: Alice,
my grandmother's name, your name,
conjured in snake-infested field
where Zora Neale welcomed you home,
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and where I speak from now
on higher ground of her risen
black marker where you have written
your name in hers, and in mine. (35-42)
The spirit, which guided the two women in their communion to reconnect the past to the
present and fiiture, now creates a higher piimacle from whence the poet and the rest of the
community may make a brighter future. Brown supports the supposition that women
function as important agents ofhistory and community in Harper's poetry;
By writing/uttering the word, but manipulating the realities
normally permissible to poetry. Harper has brought into
existence a community of courageous nurturing women.
His grandmother is described as a woman who "reigned"
in her kitchen, who was in some sense, gifted with second-sight,
who was for her children, a rock in a threatening land. He
says he stands on "higher ground". He has achieved that height
by being lifted up, transported, by the ritual (rite) he has initiated.
Vision comes from ecstasy; the ecstatic state induced by chanting
the names of the ancestral spirits leads to possession (Brown 214).
Brown's comment can be apphed to much of Harper's work focusing on women.
Women serve as mentors who lead the ancestral spirits into the present and lodge them in
the hearts and minds of those anxiously seeking their aid.
The poems discussed in this chapter illustrate most poignantly Harper's view that
women hold the power in the process of recoimecting the past to the present . Harper
places women in the role of reconnecting Afiican Americans and Americans with a lost
past. He uses them as metaphors and symbols in his poetry to set the historical record
straight. Through the sufferings and travels, described in "Alice" and "Blues Alabama," a
new concept of the past takes root and aids in forging stronger community and kinship
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bonds. With the perspective of history and the role women play in reestablishing that
history firmly established in Harper's poetry, family becomes vital in the process to heal
historical wounds. In other words, the woman's role of connector to the past plays a




Harper's Consciousness ofthe Importance ofWomen in Family
ForMichael S. Harper the poetic process is unequivocally bound to the emergence
and sanctity of family ties. The paths toward knowledge of self and the world are
intertwined in the lives of others. The idea of kinship figures heavily in Harper's work.
Robert Stepto writes;
[KJinship for him [Harper] is a recurring metaphor for poetic process,
the artist's obligation to traditions, and for living a life morally
and well (478).
From these kinships develop family, and for Harper, within the confines of family lay the
strategies for navigation through the darkness and the nightmares to the light of
knowledge. Harper sees that one of his missions in writing is to explore communal ties
and their formulation;
So many ofmy folks in the South were numbers; and numbers only,
so my job was to unearth, at least imaginatively, the fabric of then-
lives, their essences; much of this had to be done on violent
terrain (Rowell 782).
Kin becomes the pathway towards community fi-eedom and spiritual fulfillment.
Celebrations of family and the force of family love reunifies the individual spirit and
provides solace and strength for earthly bonds and misfortunes. Indeed, for Harper family
and community have functioned as major motivating factors in his poetry and his personal
life. From a youth whose grandfather and grandmother taught about the healing power of
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Duke Ellington and the music of trains upon the railroad track, to a young man who
learned about storytelling and history in the communal setting of the post office. Harper
remembers all aspects of kinship and uses them in his poetry. Harper gives reverence to
all ’’saints" but often finds particular cause for acknowledging women. As the agents for
maintaining stable family relationships, women are acknowledged by Harper as crucial in
forming the basis of family. Robert Staples addresses how critical the woman’s role is in
maintaining communal balance:
From these historical and contemporary experiences, she has
developed the resiliency to fight for the survival ofher people .
We can only understand Black womanhood ifwe study the
interaction ofthe historical and the contemporary forces she has
faced (Staples 215).
His many poems for his wife, Shirl, his grandmother, Alice Braxton Johnson, and his
daughter, Rachel, testify to Harper's love of family. But what lies deeper than the initial
layers of love and reverence for his family in these works is the poet’s recognition of the
full worth of all women. In Harper’s poetry, women contain the power to shape and
transform the community through their failures and successes as seen in the poems "Kin"
and "After the Operations;’’ as birthgivers and witnesses to death, evident in "The Journal"
and "The Waterbowl;" and as nurturers to family ties, exemplified in "Alice Braxton
Johnson" and "Nightmare Begins Responsibility."
In poems such as "Kin" and "After the Operations," the complex relationship
between Harper’s wife, Shirl, and her mother, Ruth BuflBngton, provides insight into the
destructive and redemptive aspects of kin and community. This mother-daughter
relationship is not only founded upon the positive emotions of love and caring, but also
encompasses the turbulent feelings of misunderstanding and doubt. At the focal point of
these poems is acknowledgment of the negative aspects of the relationship, yet
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encouragement and hope in the healing power of family bonds. In the first stanza. Harper
employs dramatic imagery to display the conflict between Ruth and his wife:
When the news came that your mother'd
smashed her hip, both feet caught
in rungs ofthe banquet table,
our wedding rebroken on the memory
of the long lake of silence
when the stones ofher body
broke as an Irish fence of stones (1-7)
The image ofRuth smashing her hip is in direct correlation with the image of the wedding
banquet. The celebration, which should focus on the joy of the moment, is tempered with
the pain the mother brings to the occasion. Harper makes the connection between Ruth's
pain and her daughter's marriage even more direct in lines 2 and 3; "both feet caught in the
rungs of the banquet table." The reader observes that the conflict is so strong it has the
ability to manifest itself physically. In the poem, Ruth is portrayed as being so powerful
that she can "rebreak" the wedding, just as her hip is broken, simply by the memory of her
"long lake of silence," which becomes encompassing and engulfing. The broken hip
becomes a metaphor which suggests that Ruth has the power to, also, "break" the
marriage. Harper continues depicting this sullen tone in the rest of the stanza, where he
shows us how the emotional weight between Ruth and Shirl takes its toll upon Shirl.
I saw your wet dugs drag
with the weight ofour daughter
in the quick ofher sleep
to another feeding
then the shoulders dropped
their broken antenna branches




which had borne into the colon
for the misspent enema,
the clubbed liver unclean
with the stones of the gall bladder,
and the broken arch ofhip
lugging you to the lake,
the dough inner tube of lading
swollen with innerpatching (8-23)
What is most striking in this stanza is Harper's use of words which characterize
illness or malady. Words such as "dropped, broken, fear, misspent, clubbed, lugging and
swollen," are all used to depict the negative impact of kin upon Shirl. "I saw your wet
dugs drag/ with the weight of our daughter," captures the emotional hardships of
childbirth upon Shirl, establishes the continuation of the pain Ruth causes Shirl and,
consequently. Shirt's unborn daughter. The emotional pain grows into physical trauma
suggested by lines: "the shoulders dropped/ their broken antenna branches/ of fear at the
knife/ running the scars/ which had homed into the colon." Fear becomes like the knife
which causes scarring on the physical and emotional body and, oftentimes, pain which can
be "misspent" like an enema or left "unclean" like the "clubbed liver" with the stones of the
gall bladder. But the pain can also take the woman back to the past created by her
mother. Her mother is the "kin" who capsizes her present happiness by virtue of her
turbulent past, a past which has been repatched after too much wear like: "the dough inner
tube of lading/ swollen with innerpatching." Lading, referring to cargo, symbolizes the
heavy emotional burden carried by the woman because ofher family's past.
In the final stanza, it becomes the job of the narrator to reconcile the wife's pain:
I pull you off into the sanctuary
of conciliation, ofquiet tactics,
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the uttered question, the referral,
which will quiet the condition you have seen
in your mother's shadow, the crutches
inching in the uncut grass,
and the worn body you will carry
as your own birthmark ofhis scream (38-45)
The quiet of the sanctuary resolves unanswered questions between the mother and
daughter. "The uttered question, the referral/ which will quiet the condition you have seen/
in you mother's shadow," suggests this point. The reader assumes the daughter can find a
sense of peace within this sanctuary, even though remnants of her past with her mother
will always be present like "the crutches/ inching in the uncut grass." But more
importantly, in this poem. Harper shows us that kin, whether good or bad, is always at the
vortex of who we are as individuals and what we pass on to our children. In the second
and third lines of the stanza. Harper writes: "and the years pile up on themselves/ in the
eggs ofyour stretched sons" and "the worn body you will carry/ as your own birthmark of
his scream." The woman is the traditional bearer of life's pains, and she passes on the
complexities of life to her children.
In both poems, "Kin" and "After the Operations," the negative and positive aspects
ofRuth's and Shirl's relationship combine in a matrix representative of the complexity of
family. Harper's use of medical imagery in "After the Operations," becomes a metaphor
for personal and societal wounds (especially in his poems dedicated to Ruth) which can be
inflicted by the family, society or self
And you're hermother.
If I credit








are the foottracks of our love. (55-62)
It is family who helps to heal physical wounds, clearly stated in the last two lines of "After
the Operations:" "in those scars/ are the foottracks of our love." Through the use of
medical imagery. Harper synthesizes the tangible reality of physical pain and suffering with
emotional and psychological suffering. Robert Stepto discusses the importance of
emotional and generational pain represented in Harper's use ofmedical imagery:
Ruth's place and that ofher medical history in this family is no
simple matter; "After the Operations" only begins to suggest the
concerns which are fully explored in "Ruth's Blues." And even
after "Ruth's Blues" come new dimensions such as those uncovered
in recent poems like "Kin." But placed as it is at the end of
the Ruben/Michael poems, the passage through Shirl to Ruth is
nevertheless significant as an assertion of roots in a direction
antithetical to that previously suggested by the poet's kinship with
Dubois (Stepto 483).
In Harper's poetry death is central to understanding community and family. In
"The Journal" and "TheWaterbowl," Harper sees the role of the woman as paramount to
exposing the pain of death and, of course, to acknowledging continuous rebirth and
renewal. The theme of death is prevalent in much of Harper's poetry and becomes a
metaphor for the erosion of the family and the efforts to heal the family. Brown discusses
the use ofdeath in Harper's work:
Parents, grandparents, relatives, fiiends, people knovm only through
stories, are met and learned in that moment when silence overtakes
them. Harper becomes their sound, so that no matter how feeble
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the breath, how unattended their passing, they are not forever
lost. In this servant's role. Harper employs, as could be expected,
the mystical apparatus to become one with his subjects. He
speaks for the community in all senses ofthe term. (Brown 218)
In the poem, "The Journal," Harper blends the pain of death, natural imagery and
the remembrance of kin to create a visual tapestry which documents the burden of death
upon the woman. Through this burden, community is shaped by its struggle to heal and
survive the overwhelming sense of loss which death brings. Often, in Harper's poetry, the
struggle to survive the pains of death functions in direct correlation with the processes of
death and rebirth seen in nature. By using realistic medical imagery. Harper sets the tone
of tragedy and pain:
From her writing






The act of reading the journal gives the narrator insights into the spirit of the woman and
her pain. By reading her words and her descriptions of her physical pain, he takes a
symbolic journey into her womb, tom and battered after the loss of a child, which leads
him back to her past with her family. The memory brings with it sharp scenes ofnature:
I read ofMinnesota
when she swam
naked with her sisters,
and it rained on her wet hair;
or when the wind blew pollen
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into her horse's ears:
She raced the trail-
bats hidden in the elms. (8-15)
The simple time in Minnesota when the "she" of the poem is enamored with nature
is contrasted with the woman's current battle with the death of her child. In the fourth
stanza, the past and present merge as the poet blends the two images of nature and death.
The narrator brings us back to the tragedy of loss and the consequences of death upon the
soul of the woman:
it is summer on that horse,
the pollen diving in the wind
sticking to her shoulder blades,
fading in her lake,






At the beginning of the stanza, the peaceful image of the woman in nature prevails but is
soon overtaken in the fourth and fifth lines: "fading in her lake,/ oily dark with fetus." The
appearance of "lake" becomes the link between the woman's past and her present. Lake
has a double meaning for the reader. It is at once a body ofwater and the water of her
body. The latter meaning suggests womb, childbirth. Thus "lake" is a metaphor for the
woman's womb and birth canal, which contains the "oily dark fetus," the dead baby of the
present.
To accomplish a healing in face of death and loss. Harper often depicts the woman
as a traveler who accompanies the narrator on the healing journey. The woman's
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companionship provides a sense of resolution or closure, which becomes crucial to the
narrator if true healing is to be accomplished. The woman often acts as the poet's eyes,
which can descend deeper into the psyche after a loss caused by death. For Harper, the
image ofhis wife, Shirl, becomes a particular viewing lens into the effects of the deaths of
his two infant sons on his mind and heart. Through their deaths. Harper continually
searches for a means to heal the unhealable and to mend the unmendable. His love of Shirl
becomes his guiding light in the healing process, and her strength, for Harper, becomes
indicative of the strength of all women.
In the poem "The Waterbowl," Harper attests to the pain suffered by women
through vivid visual imagery:
Because she had ceased
to cty




and kissed her lids
Like a mussel
clamped into darkness
her eyes two matchsticks
in a waterbowl,
soggy with blackness,
there is no love
in those eyes,
only loss, pregnant
with intelligent shame. (1-16)
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The woman embodies the agony of loss and her eyes become the silent witnesses of the
devastating effects of death upon the soul; "Like a mussel/ clamped into darkness/ her eyes
two matchsticks/ in a waterbowl/ soggy with blackness." When all tears are spent, her
eyes still reveal how death can overtake the soul: "Because she had ceased / to cry/ and
her eyes had/ turned the color/ of okra." In the first stanza, the recurring element, ofmen
and women fimctioning together to reach healing spaces is very important; "I took/ her
pocked-boned jaws/ and kissed her lids." The woman in "The Waterbowl" is the most
important element in the poem because she becomes the embodiment of pain and loss.
The weight of loss usurps everything else, even love; "there is no love/ in those eyes/ only
loss, pregnant/ with intelligent shame." The "shame" indicates that it is the woman who
fears the guilt of the death and struggles to fight her way back to life.
In the poem "A New Season," rebirth and healing after death and tragedy are
portrayed through a relationship between a man and woman. Harper also employs nature
as a metaphor to symbolize how this relationship can heal emotional wounds. He shows
how a loving interaction between a man and a woman can bring a sense of emotional
renewal and create their own sense of community. That community inevitably starts with
one man and one woman. Through a fusion of sensory imagery (wood leaves, red sand,
plum and raisin skin) that simulates the olfactory, visual and gustatory senses. Harper
explains the earthy love between man and woman:
My woman has picked
all the leaves,
rolled her hands into locks,
gone into the woods
where I have taught her
the language of these wood leaves,
and the red sand plum trees.
It is a digest
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ofmy taking these leaves with hunger;
it is love she understands.
From my own wooden smell
she has shed her raisin skin
and come back
sweetened into brilliant music;
Her song is our new season. (1-15)
In the first few lines of the poem the woman acts as the laborer who goes out into the
woods to construct a stronger relationship with the man. Here, as in "The Families
Album," we see Harper combining the womanwith nature in order to arrive at a synthesis
which completes the love relationship between the woman and the man. In the third line,
she "rolled her hands into locks" and in the sixth and seventh lines, the man and woman
share "the language of these wood leaves/ and the red sand plum trees." In lines 8 through
9, the woman serves as nurturer and provider for the man who feeds on not only nature,
but also on the love which is created between the two: "It is a digest/ ofmy taking these
leaves with hunger/ it is love she understands." As indicated in the title, as well as in the
entire poem. Harper's main focus here is renewal of the love relationship between men and
women. The poet's use of nature corresponds to the healing process which must occur
between men and women in order to maintain a healthy relationship. Critic bell hooks
describes how this healing can take place:
As we talk about transformative possibilities for Black
men and women we need to explore more than just romantic
relationships; we need to talk seriously about fiiendship. It
has been a really healing thing for me to recognize that we
are wounded... it is the commitment to the process of change
and convergence which opens up the possibility of love,
renewal and reconciliation (hooks 124).
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In the latter portion of the poem, the interaction between the man and the woman
brings to completion the renewal described by Ms. hooks:
From my own wooden smell
she has shed her raisin skin
and come back
sweetened into brilliant music.
Her song is our new season. (11-15)
In "New Season," Harper indicates the power that the woman holds in the intimate
relationship between men and women. It is she who comes back from her process of
renewal "sweetened into brilliant music," bringing a "new season" of love. Also, we see
how the man contributes to his woman's renewal: "from my own wooden smell/ she has
shed her raisin skin." The two together in turn create an intimate music which belies the
strength and power of their relationship.
In the poem "Alice Braxton Johnson," written for his grandmother. Harper pays
homage to his maternal grandmother and her contributions to the creation of his
individuality as well as the rest ofhis family and community. In Joseph A. Brown's essay,
"Their Long Scars Touch Ours: A Reflection on the Poetry ofMichael S. Harper," Brown
makes the connection between the reverence Harper pays to his grandmother and Alice
Walker's act ofmemorializing Zora Neale Hurston:
What is common to many religions becomes, forMichael Harper, a method
and a motive for writing poetry. While all would know that Zora Neale
Hurston is worth the black stone marker—her place in literature attests to
that—Alice Braxton Johnson achieves equal stature through the effort of
her grandson. The justification for this honor, as it is presented in this
poem, is thatWalker has done what Harper has done for his "mother".
He and Walker are merged into the same passion and energy because
they have restored the "traditional line" (214).
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Harper memorializes his grandmother by referring to her role in the family as a caretaker.
By addressing the relationship between himself and his grandmother. Harper shows us
another aspect ofhow interactions between men and women shape community and family.
The narrator relates the emotional distress ofthe woman's illness and death with a sense of
loss, yet also with a sense of thanksgiving for her contributions. The clinical hospital terms
"bed pan," "infirmary" and "stroke," give the poem an added sense of emotional realism
which carries with it a language of pain and love for a woman who was the centerpiece of
the family:
We lift your weight from chair
to bed to bedpan to chair to windowsill
as you stroke your way
from third floor infirmary windows
ofour home;
I walk tearless to school
forgetting your name. (1-7)
The "weight" is applied not only to her physical weight, but the depth of her spirit and
importance in the family. Weight is also a metaphor for the heavy sorrow borne by the
family at seeing grandmother's physical deterioration.
In the last two lines of the stanza, the young Harper's denial of the seriousness of
his grandmother's illness causes him to forget her name in an act of trying to hold on to
her past healthy, vibrant self: "I walk tearless to school/ forgetting your name." In the
second stanza. Harper establishes his grandmother as the nurturer of familial ties in the
lines: "your son: trumpet-playing playboy Barrett/ would call to the window in hazy/ first
light: 'you there. Mom?' / and you always were." His grandmother is the stabilizing force
in the family. Her caring is embedded in the collective memory of the family and into the
mind and consciousness of Harper. The references to the coalcar throughout the poem
symbolizes death and the supreme sense of loss it causes the family: "So my mother nursed
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you over/ years heart-stroked to the coalcar/ of cemetery unnamed in my memory." This
sense of loss is reconfirmed in the fourth stanza when the narrator addresses the death of
his uncle: "did you know he was to follow/ you in his coalcar ofour family?"
The most important aspect of "Alice Braxton Johnson" is Harper's image of his
grandmother as the center ofthe family. The narrator sees the grandmother in a variety of
roles in the busiest area of the home, the kitchen. She waits for the children to return fi-om
dates and parties: "When you sit up all night/ in your chair waiting for your children." He
remembers her in the kitchen where she "reigned" and "hovered" over her children. The
lines suggest that Alice Braxton was a protective, nurturing woman. In the last stanza,
there is a contrasting scene. The narrator remembers a fight between, perhaps, his mother
and father: "I watched his black sole plant/ his size twelve foot jamming/ on the gas, my
eight-year-old hands at his wheel/ his fight with my mother." With the grandmother's
death, nature itself seems to be disturbed, as confirmed in the last stanza of the poem:
I watch his black sole plant
his size twelve foot jamming
the gas, my eight-year-old hands
at his wheel, his fight with my mother
in mortgages, my mother's weight
on the seasoned floor of the moon,
the moon bleeding onto linoleum,
my father's face in the transom
where I was bom, your house
torpedoed on my tearless walk to school,
and this chair empty. (33-43)
Further, grandmother's death creates a sense of destmction and confusion for the poet.
Her house is "torpedoed" and her chair, once was filled with her weight, is now empty.
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In this poem Harper's dedication to establishing the importance ofwomen to family and
community is evident.
In the poem "Nightmare Begins Responsibility," the woman helps to maintain the
family's sanity in the face of the death of a child. Written in a stream of consciousness
style. Harper addresses not only the tragedy of death, but the mistrust of the white
community. In this poem. Harper exposes his most personal pain in an attempt to exorcise
the recurring demons ofdeath and the unrealized possibilities of life manifested in uncaring
doctors, silence, and another son "gone on" before his second night. This ultimate
nightmare leads Harper down a spiraling free-fall of pain and heartbreak described in cold,
clinical language. From this descent, he reaches out for a survival net and finds it in jazz,
his wife and his responsibility to continue li\nng:
his mother can only know that he has flown
up into essential calm unseen corridor
going boxscarred home, mamabom, sweetsonchild
gonedowntown into researchtestingwarehousebatteryacid
mama-son-done-gomi me telling her 'nother
train tonight, no music, no breathstroked
heartbeat in my infinite distrust of them:
and ofmy distrusting self
white-doctor-who-breathed-for-him-all-night
say it for two sons gone,
say nightmare, say it loud
panebreaking heartmadness:
nightmare begins responsibility (17-29)
The poet brings his audience with him into his nightmare through the stream of
consciousness technique. We feel as if we are hearing the actual thoughts of the poet as
he struggles to hold on to his sanity. Reminiscent of his series of poems for his mother-
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in-law Ruth Buffington, "Nightmare Begins Responsibility" connects physical and
emotional illness and disease to the political insurgents of racism and the ultimate mistrust
of white society. Even an innocent child is not immune to the workings of a destructive
society. The child is encased in a "prison" which transforms the hospital into a place of
destruction instead of a place of healing. In this place, the child is not valued as a living
being but is looked upon as an "experiment," a clinical object which the hospital sees as
disposable. With this realization, the narrator shows a strong distrust of the white medical
community:
distrusting white-pink mending paperthin
silkened end hairs, distrusting tubes
shrunk in his trunk-skinccq>ped
shaven head, in thighs
distrusting-white-hcmds-picking-baboon-light (8-12)
In the midst of this tragedy. Harper relies on the soothing power of "night train," a
classic jazz piece which also becomes a metaphor for his son's passing into the spiritual
world, "train done gone." The poem becomes a blues song and a dirge in the classic
tradition of great jazz performers like John Coltrane. One sees the modem poetic
techniques of sparse punctuation which gives the piece a languid flow, and analyzes man's
place within society adding to the overall effectiveness of the piece. In the rhythm of the
piece, especially the italicized lines, "distrusting-white-hands-picking-baboon-lighf and
"mcanabom,sweetsonchild/ gonedofwntown into researchtestingwarehousebatteryacid/
mama son done gone” Harper creates a classic blues while also addressing how the death
of his son and the mistmst of white society are connected. His son is transformed into
something less than human, "baboon light," which is degrading. Finally, he becomes
nothing more than "researchtestingwarehousebatteryacid.” Here, as in poems such as
"American History" and "Last Affair: Bessie's Blues Song," Harper employs the recurring
theme of invisibility within society as a prelude to death. It becomes the negative life
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experiences of the father, his battles within white society and his "distrust of them," that
are passed on to the son who must rely on "them" for survival; "white-doctor-who-
breathed-for-him-all-night.” Ultimately, one senses the helplessness and hopelessness of
the narrator who cannot bestow on his son the tools for survival: "no music, no
breathstroked heartbeat." This fact, repeated again in the death of his second son, is
enough to send the narrator into "heartmadness."
The narrator finds peace and calm within this nightmare through his wife. She is
able to somewhat resolve the pain, or at least put it in perspective where it can be
tolerated: "his mother can only know that he has flown/ up into essential calm unseen
corridor." She envisions the spirit of their dead son existing in heaven. Yet Harper
envisions the pain of death, another train gone, and the silence in the absence of music.
By framing the poem with references to pane (pain). Harper asserts that the ultimate effort
is to break through the barriers of tragedy and death and at least arrive at the beginning of
healing; "I place these numbed wrists to the pane," then at the end of the poem, "say
nightmare, say it loud/ panebreaking heartmadness." Within this "heartmadness" Harper
sees that his responsibility is to continue living despite the nightmare.
In Michael S. Harper's effort to witness the pdn of the family, he exposes how the
unique nature of a woman's pain attests to the pain of the family. According to him, only
through the loving relationship between men and women can healing from those pains take
place and a sense of resolution or closure to grief be accomplished. It becomes the poet's
job to document this cycle of pain and healing which mirrors the cycle ofbirth and death.
In Harper's works, it is the woman who is the most intimate participant in this cycle. It,




Harper's Consciousness ofWomen's Struggle for Identity and Empowerment
Thus far in this discussion of Michael S. Harper's representation of women, the
political and sociological constructs of society, family, and community have been
emphasized as crucial to his portrayal ofwomen in his poetry. According to Harper, self¬
empowerment is the means by which one aligns self with the broadest sense of humanity.
In Harper's efforts to incorporate the full spectrum of women into his work, his poetic
energies often take shape in the portrayal of intimate individual portraits which display the
duplicity inherent in human existence. In reference to how comparative humanity is
expressed in his poetry. Harper states: "The concept [comparative humanity] means to me
a conscious concern with one's inner development, which is to say the maturation, the
flowering,of a vibrant interior life" (Rowell 790). Harper uses the dupUcity of human
existence as a way to arrive at new insights into his own concept of self In essence how
the self manages to grow and find power and knowledge becomes the key to healing
personal wounds, family wounds, and societal wounds. Harper believes the key to his own
empowerment and identity means discovering the empowerment and identity of others:
So we get to the whole business about retrospective. What
you have to do is figure out a way to keep the analogies which most
closely aflSliated to you, experientially, in mind but at the same
time be able to extrapolate, to put analogies experientially into
other areas, which are study areas. As a fiiend ofmine said to me
a long time ago, "Any time you want to get into a deep exploration
of selfyou should change the gender." I thought to myself^ that's
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interesting, because when you change the gender you are forced
to get outside the self in a complementary way (Lloyd 126).
It follows that Harper's poetry reflects his desire to discover his own sense of self through
the examination of the struggles of women. In his poems which center on the female's
need for self identification and self-empowerment. Harper acts as a recorder who details
the woman's struggle in diflBcult circumstances and her incorporation of the lessons
learned into her image of self
According to Harper, through this cycle of pain, change, and growth runs the
threads of healing and redemption which unite all into a collective kin despite ethnic
differences or racial disagreements. Thus, his poetry, offers his readers the opportunity to
examine the self from a common point of view, life's pains. In the book Wild Women in
the Whirlwind, Andree Nicola McLaughlin writes about the importance of self-definition
in the lives ofwomen:
The philosophical world-views guiding Black women's new
self-definitions bring into focus a consciousness movement signaled
by the resurgence in Black female activism and expression. This inter
continental Black women's consciousness movement is a motion to have
power ofthe word, the idea and the ideal. Black women thus engaged,
are not only redefining themselves and society but also the realm of
resistance and, ultimately, the future (McLaughlin 150).
The constant struggle to redefine the self among women becomes especially important in
Harper's representation of the female self Harper sees women's struggles for self-
identification as a traditional blues, artistic and tragic at the same time. Through the use
of jazz, food, and nature imagery. Harper chronicles women's quest for self^ and the
benefits of this quest for others. In poems such as "Sweet Sassy Devine" and "Where Is
My Woman Now," the improvisational power of jazz as an instrument of uplift allows
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women to become empowered. In "Oak," "Eve (Rachel)" and "Hooking," self-identity
and empowerment for women are juxtaposed against the processes of growth and change
in the natural world, while in "Breaded Meat, Breaded Hands," Harper uses food as a
metaphor for physical and spiritual nourishment. He shows how the female self is able to
handle pain and tragedy yet exhibit the strength to move towards healing. In the above
poems, self -identity and empowerment are self-authenticating processes in which the self
is found and transformed through jazz, spiritual nourishment and nature.
In "Saint Sassy Devine" and "Where is My Woman Now," Harper pays homage to
legendary jazz vocalists Sarah Vaughan and Billie Holiday, respectively. Their ability to
tap into their music becomes a resource for self-identification. Harper fashions the poems
as improvisational jazz songs in which various episodes from the singer's life and
personality are utilized to show how she is empowered through her musical gift. What she
gives to those around her and how she transforms the healing power of her music to her
audience are the poet's main concerns:
So many facelifts in the middle
registers, sweet contralto serenade;
you came to attention when you read
the riot squad with Brownie,
swift, accident-prone, Chfford Brown.
He could match your timbre,
learning to drive and follow
the curves and banks of turnpike.
You could pigeon-toe the keys (1-10)
In the poems the lives of two great women ofjazz are lain bare by the poet who uses then-
pain and tragedy to uncover their true identity and reveal spiritual healing for those who
embrace their music. In these poems the music itself is a route to the self, a means of
identity for the performer and the audience. Jazz purifies amidst the dirt and rubble of
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everyday life. Through examination of these women, the message for Harper is clearly
that no healing can take place until the essence of the self is revealed. Joseph Brown
discusses how, for Harper, music is the connection between the articulation of p^ and
the power to rid oneselfofit;
Life is song for Harper. The air is living, fiill ofsounds, whisperings,
resonances, promises. When silence fills the air, when no words
can be found to articulate the deepest feelings of the poet, he nevertheless
presents himself and his struggle for words to his audience. Much like
the classic blues ofBessie Smith or Billie Holiday, Harper's poems
undercut and comment upon themselves. The words here proclaim that no
words are possible (Brown 215).
In the initial lines of "Sweet Sassy Devine" Harper establishes Vaughan's ability to
change herself through her music: "So many facelifts in the middle registers," indicates a
merging of her identity and the music. With phrases such as "came to attention" and "riot
squad" in lines 2 and 3, Vaughan is likened to a soldier who possesses the power to
control others through her musical gift. Harper contrasts the sweetness of Vaughan's
voice with her strength in adverse situations;
sweet contralto serenade,
you came to attention when you read
the riot squad with Brownie,
swift, accident prone, Clifibrd Brown (2-5)
Vaughan's serenade is sweet, yet the music and the vocalist convey the strength to
confi-ont adverse situations, such as a "riot squad." In lines 6 through 8, Vaughan's vocal
stylings are compared to a winding road: "the curves and banks of a turnpike." In these
lines, the reader discerns the power and presence of Vaughan. Musicians like Clifford
Brown must "drive and follow" Vaughan, which insinuates that Vaughan is in control of
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the performance, and, as Harper establishes later, struggles to be in control of her life and
self image.
In the second and third stanzas. Harper begins to introduce Vaughan's struggles
with selfempowerment:
Nobody spoke when you appeared at the Apollo
"God had to have his lead singer,"
was all Eckstine said at the end.
The end. Movie, or brief hit
on the charts of television;
early, when you had your doubts
about contest, you broke your face
with lifts, as though the height
and weight ofmiddleweight champion
ofthis world and the next
was never enough. (11-21)
The second stanza refers to the beginning of Vaughan's career when she won Amateur
Night at the Apollo in 1942: "Nobody spoke when you appeared at the Apollo." The
sense of awe and reverence for Vaughan's singing caused everyone to be silent, a fact
which is confirmed in the next two lines: " 'God had to have his lead singer,' "/ was all
Eckstine said at the end." The third stanza begins with "The end." This phrase serves as
a connection to the second stanza, but more importantly, sets a negative tone of self
doubt, which Harper develops in the rest of the stanza. In the 14th and 15th lines. Harper
writes ofVaughan's early popularity: " Movie, or brief hit/ on the charts of television." In
the next three lines Harper insinuates Vaughan's self doubt caused her to sing less
challenging music: "when you had your doubts/ about contest, you broke your face/ with
lifts, as though the height/ and weight of the middleweight champion/ of this world and the
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next/ was never enough." However, Michael Erlewine in his book All Music Guide to
■Ta77 states a significant part of Vaughan's mastery was in her ability to transform the
simple pop song into a jazz masterpiece;
Bop's greatest diva, Sarah Vaughan was among jazz and popular
music's supreme vocalists. She treated her voice as an instrument,
improvising melodic and rhythmic embellishments, using her contralto
range to make leaps and jumps, changing a song's mood or direction
by enunication and delivery, and altering her timbre. She turned sappy
novelty tunes and light pop into definitive jazz based treatments.
(Erlewine 743)
In the remaining lines of the stanza. Harper relies upon an athletic metaphor to
demonstrate Vaughan's hidden strength. The image of the middleweight champion in line
19 corresponds to Vaughn's artistic level. She is a champion who is victorious in her
music, yet, inspite of this, Vaughan still suffers fi'om doubts which are represented as
"facelifts." The narrator laments that there were "never enough" facelifts to improve the
singer's self-confidence. The language in the stanza also confirms this with words like
"doubt," "broke" and "never enough." Harper is saying that Vaughan holds the position
as the best singer: "middleweight champion of this world and the next," but her self-doubt
causes her to underestimate her worth and abilities. Both of these images solidify
Vaughan's personal struggle. Even with the reverence Harper holds for the singer, he
recognizes her faults and provides the reader with a very humanistic portrait of Vaughan.
It is in her human struggles with self-doubt that Harper establishes, later in the poem, is
the basis for her self-empowerment.
In this poem the fundamental focus lies within Vaughan's struggles for self¬
empowerment and the inspirational legacy her music leaves for her audience; "Then there
was 'Lush Life'/ vibrato to break your heart/ from sonar to scrotum." The last line of the
stanza is particularly interesting because of Harper's unusual choice ofwords. A sonar is
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a device which uses sound waves to locate objects under water, and a scrotum is the sack
of skin which holds the male's testicles. With the use of these two words. Harper implies
that Vaughan's music has the ability to search out and touch the most sensitive parts of her
audience. Throughout the poem are references to Vaughan's struggles for empowerment
in hostile environments. Harper mentioned the singer's beautiful clothing to illustrate how
she attempts to bring beauty into ugly situations; "but sable was your color, and mink,/ the
combat of the dross, the viaduct,/ the bridge, content in quiet costume." "The dross"
signifies the daily struggles of life which Vaughan had to combat. Her struggles to change
and empower herself in the segregated South are most poignantly illustrated in the seventh
stanza;
How you felt about the South, grand
tours that turned archives
into chickenshacks on Route 66,
are still in your love of clothes;
the animals of the world,
cheetah, gazelle, armadillo,
covered your back and thighs
like lacquer, like Wild Turkey. (48-55)
According to the poet, the racism and prejudice endured while on tour in the South are
made tolerable, also, by Vaughan's elaborate and colorful clothes. More importantly, the
rural, dilapidated venues, which Vaughan and other black artists observed, are
transformed from "chickenshacks" to historical "archives" simply by the presence of the
singer. Vaughan brings color to these morbid scenes and situations, empowering herself
to persevere despite the injustices of society. Harper also makes clear that Vaughan lived
her life on her own terms, sometimes going against the conventions of society's definition
of right and wrong. In the lines; "in the fog to lady marijuana/ didn't have the least effect
on your lungs," and "like lacquer, like Wild Turkey," Harper establishes that Vaughan
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used alcohol and illegal drugs. One senses that Vaughan was a multifaceted woman, who
may have sought to compensate for her self doubts with alcohol and marijuana, yet despite
her sometimes destructive behavior, Vaughan retains the power to stay in control of her
life and music.
Because of her strength. Harper bestows on Vaughan the power to nurture those
around her. He refers, specifically, to her appeal to young stage performers and her
popularity among ordinary people;
You bore children on stage
as you sweat bullets in klieg lights
ofaffection, our immaculate bop diction,
your choice ofwords in silhouette. (25-28)
and in the seventh stanza:
You could sing for starters,
a bumblebee with effortless plumage
inoculating our village gardens,
and our latrines. (44-47)
The line, "You bore children on stage," suggests Vaughan's musical legacy manifesting
itself physically. Children become a living, symbolic representation of Vaughan's song.
However, the birth ofher music does not take place in a warm, nurturing environment, but
under duress: "as you sweat bullets in klieglights." "Sweat bullets in kheglights" serves a
double meaning, indicating the physical heat of the stage lights and, perhaps, the singer's
struggles against self-doubt. Yet, we, as the audience and reader of the poem, understand
that Vaughan's music will continue on, even after she ceases to exist. Harper reiterates
this sentiment in the seventh stanza when he employs the image of a bumblebee pollinating
a garden to describe how Vaughan influences those who hear her.




And God did speak at reception
when the healing song began:
alone and aware
at my picnic table
in the St. Francis Hotel
in San Francisco
I could not aflFord,
you sang to us
in our tense fragility
of sorrows as we grew. (67-76)
Vaughan is "lady of the decade" who brings with her a "healing song." She also has the
power to tap into the fears and insecurities of others in a language they can understand:
"You sang to us/ in our tense fragility/ of sorrows as we grew." With her song comes not
only articulation of life's pains and insecurities, but growth and healing. In the thirteenth
stanza. Harper uses the image of the womb to symbolize the struggle for empowerment
and identity, as well as the birth ofhealing.
Inside your bosom,
in the light of the elevator
was the cervix/ larynx
and meter for the biggest bands;
the caustic trio
incomplete without your nails,
the ball mike collapsed,
brittle, salient octaves,
the gamefish in ethereal
waters for the firehorse
of surrender, of sainthood.
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if the saint was congress,
a wakeful gorgeous child. (82-94)
Harper, as he often does, uses the metaphor of the womb and its life-giving properties as a
direct link to the healing and defining nature of jazz music. The phrase "cervix/ larynx"
overtly states the birth of healing which is, unequivocally, bound to Vaughan's music.
Thus, the singer's self-definition comes through her music, and her personal pains.
According to the poet, Vaughan possesses the energy which allows those who hear her to
grow spiritually. Through her insistence on self-definition and the positive message that
her music has for her audience, she is perpetuated into "sainthood." Hence, the singer
empowers herself and her listeners.
In another poem dedicated to a great woman ofjazz. Harper uses nature and jazz
metaphors to portray the sense of pain which occurs when the self is lost. The short poem
"Where Is My Woman Now" is dedicated to Billie Holiday, the ground-breaking jazz
vocalist whose drug addiction and struggles with low self-esteem led to her early death.
Metaphors associated with nature sustain the poem and become a testament to Holiday's
tragic life. In the first few lines Harper uses the image of poplar trees as a double
metaphor for Holiday's struggle for self-definition and for lynching, a theme in HoUday's
classic song "Strange Fruit." "Leaning backward" in the first line of the poem indicates
Holiday's inability to let go of the tragedies of her past which are manifested as the
"windward side," the force which causes Holiday to metaphorically become "greener and
sparser." Holiday, in essence, becomes the tree that has no choice but to bare down
against life's storms, yet she suffers immensely because of them. Harper interjects the
recurring refrain, "where is my woman now?" which becomes a question which begs for
insight into the singer's loss of self.
In the middle lines of the poem. Harper clearly uses nature to describe Holiday's
loss of self The "northern spit," referring to the derogatory practice ofwhites spitting on
blacks, represents the harshness of life in the North contrasted in the next lines against the
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images of trees. The "weak leaves and winter bark" speak to Holiday's weak sense of self
and her struggles to define herself Throughout the poem. Harper sets up metaphors to
demonstrate the contrast between Holiday's musical gift and her self-destructive behavior.
In lines 6 and 7 "weak leaves" are contrasted against "winter bark," leaves being the part
of a tree which can be easily removed and bark the stronger, protective armor of the tree.
In lines 8 and 9: "the rains till the hillside/ while the poppies mope," contrast the act of
cultivating, indicating rebirth or renewal, against the moping, or death, of the flowers. In
lines 11 through 13, the contrast between sparrows and sheep becomes the most poignant
description ofHoliday's life and music: "on the slopes are sparrows/ bathing like sheep/ in
this spring muck." Sparrows are pugnacious birds that are inclined to fight and engage in
conflict while sheep are passive animals who are easily led into danger. Harper tells us in
these lines that Holiday's true nature may have been strong, but life led her astray into
danger and finally death. The words "bathing" and "muck" also add to this sentiment
because bathing suggest cleansing and muck means dirt and mud. Therefore, no matter
how much Holiday may have attempted to cleanse herself of her demons, it never worked
because she was washing in more symbolic dirt. The refrain "where is my woman now"
placed near the beginning, middle and end of the poem continually brings the reader back
to how Holiday's loss of self creates a personal loss for Harper. In a final analysis of the
poem the loss of Billie Holiday's sense of self is a testament to how the singer's death
created a sense of loss for Harper. " [M]y woman," for Harper, is Holiday whose absence
makes her loss very personal for the poet.
In the poem "Eve (Rachel)," Harper pays a double tribute to John Callahan's
daughter, and his own daughter. The poet attempts to connect their self-identity to his
own, to nature, and to their ancestors. The quotations at the beginning of the poem
establishes Harper's intentions to focus on self-identification:
What has gone into that quality ofvoice, that
distancing, that precise knowledge ofwho she is,
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where she has come from, what costs have been to
herself, but also to others, the ones who did not
survive.
the rib is but the unseen potential aspect of self,
free of fleshly desire, waiting to be discovered, to be
named beyond definition, a conjugation ofnames in
deeds.
The first line refers to voice and the woman having "a precise knowledge of who
she is." In this initial quote, the theme of ancestral ties is key to knowledge of self, which
is introduced and developed throughout the rest ofthe poem. In the second stanza, the rib
is said to be the potential aspect of self This refers to the biblical story of human creation
in which woman was created from the rib of the man. In turn the quote is proposing that
the woman is indeed the "unseen potential aspect of self who is also "free of fleshly
desire, waiting to be discovered." This line suggests the complex nature of the female self
and its need to be "named beyond definition."
Further, in "Eve (Rachel)," Harper makes linear connections between the
individual, the family, ancestors, and then to the broader American identity. In the first
stanza Harper establishes women as the healers and nurturers ofthe inner self:
From this ribbed podium I have waited
for you to join my own daughter,
Rachel, in the area of surrender,
where women bathe the wounds
in our dark human struggle to be human;
thismust be earned in deeds. (8-13)
Harper envisions a collective "womanhood," where the two young women. Eve and
Rachel, will nurture and heal humanity. In the last line of the stanza. Harper draws special
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attention to women as healers and nurturers to "our dark human struggle to be human."
Harper directs the young women to be aware of the fact that in their deeds determine their
self-empowerment. Through their efforts to be strong women comes the acknowledgment
of their heritage. In the second stanza. Harper writes of the importance of family and
ancestral legacy in the development of self: "anniversary of your parent's wedding/ I was
there among the family faces" and "your Irish grandmother's song of bogs/ your hidden
grandfather's raging at your loveliness."
Again, Harper makes linear coimection between the birth of the individual, the
family and the ancestors. The line "his own daughters swimming amidst swans," invokes
the image of the birds, connecting the poem with the natural world. The idea is that
people and nature are connected and mutually dependent. This thought is echoed in the
last three lines of the next stanza:
You can not be otherwise than your grandmother's
healing songs sprouting through you,
a tree in essential bloom in standing water. (26-28)
The metaphor of the tree in bloom corresponds to the young woman's blossoming self-
identity. Her identity is very much dependent upon the ancestors and the natural world in
its development.
In the fourth stanza. Harper clearly makes a broader connection between self-
identity and America. The poet suggests that identity for blacks in America is a riddle to
be deciphered from the book of life lived by parents and ancestors:
To be here in America?
Ask this of the word many times:
in your parents' books underlined in green,
in dark blotches ofyour life-giving womb,
in these riddles beckoning-
”oldfolk songs chanted underneath the stars,"
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in the cadence ofblack speech:
"just like a tree; backwater, muddy water,"
in gentle eyes of these writers ofkinship,
in the circle of light which is Little Crow,
skinned and diced folksayings his splintered story,
comforts in small utterances, remember.
Eve means rescue from bodily desire. (29-41)
Harper establishes that through self-definition comes the power to define America as well.
In this pivotal stanza he makes references to ancestors ofdiverse ethnic backgrounds, such
as Irish, Black and Native American. The ethnic diversity comprises a complex self-
identity for American Blacks. In this stanza, again, appears references to nature, "old folk
songs chanted underneath the stars," and "just like a tree; backwater, muddy water." The
poet seems to suggest that in the folkways and culture of different Americans comes a full
understanding of the individual self
In her book Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Hill Collins writes about the essence
of self-definition, "By persisting in the journey toward self-definition we are changed, and
this change empowers us" (113). Indeed, by the pursuit of self-definition comes also the
ability to empower oneself, to create a new vision and a new reality. In Michael S.
Harper's poetry, women often foster the ability to empower through their constant
struggle towards self-definition and their desire to provide a sense ofunity for family.
In the poem "Oak" the woman's quest for empowerment is portrayed as a natural
process whose successful completion corresponds to acts ofphysical labor:
She lifts cracked plaster,
glass, rock from the foundation,
hunting for nails, her pigtailed
sway the break ofoars
beating the lake overturned;
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she works for new grass
that springs up, the three oaks
burned to death in winter,
mistook victims ofour rubbish pile.
A hundred-gallon garbage can
freezes in its burned tracks;
a wire cylinder holds our burned
paper; near the chain fence
we chew the burned oak
with a two-man saw. (8-22)
In this stanza the woman takes the responsibility to lead in the healing process. She is the
one who rebuilds the foundation and reconstructs life after the winter, a winter which
brought with it death and tragedy; "the three oaks/ burned to death in winter,/ mistook
victims of our rubbish pile." The woman holds the power to incorporate healing and,
therefore, brings possibilities for change and renewal. This renewal takes the form of
changing seasons and the preparation of food. In both of these metaphors, the woman is
the person who possesses the energy to begin and control both processes dealing with
change and healing:
We begin to live in the old way;
fertile eggs in a poaching tin,
cooked meal, kneaded bread rising
on the open-air rack,
stumps at our garden table.
As the spring thaws she plants,
uncovers, hoes, digs for the rich
earth; in gravel we take up the saw;
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in the old way we cut dead oak. (28-36)
The woman plants and prepares the soil in the new season. Through her sense of
empowerment, the ability to "cut dead oak" helps to free her of the past in order to obtain
a new future.
In the poem "Hooking," Harper concentrates on an old woman whose life and
identity are manifested in the creative processes of nature and in her physical act of
sewing. In the first stanza, the metaphor of nature is immediately connected to the
woman's identity and ancestry:
The oak leafbreaks into diflBculties
pansies, their simplicity of touch
even at the water's edge,
as close to where you where bom as Newfoundland (8-11)
The woman holds a sense of power even though she is old and lame: "nobody'd know you
could mbc/ fine woolens from Australia,/ spot-dyed into songs of the knead." Her skill in
sewing and making mgs is a creative process which blends into her personal song. The
poet sees in the creation of this beauty the beauty of nature: "hook your way to the
carpeted/ gallery of birds and flowers." The woman’s life is a paradox, simple and
difScult: "the oak leafbreaks into difficulties, pansies, their simplicity of touch/ even at the
water's edge/ as close to where you were bom/ as Newfoundland." However, even in the
creation of this beauty, the woman still experiences her personal stmggles: "grey hours/ of
days offwhere you sit over the burlap/ backing of the great mgs you push/ into deceits of
gold, rouge, gabardine.'' "Grey hours" symbolize the woman's difficulties in life, yet she
still strives for the creation of beauty, even if that beauty masks the pain she experiences;
"you push/ into deceits ofgold, rouge, gabardine."
In the last stanza of the poem, the woman and nature become completely




Nothing stands up forever;
your cane hangs on the wall just by the stairs;
when you come down you lift it as staff
to the rich life you sustain—
the music of the race¬
track is clear in the mist and humidity
ofAugust—West House closes at Christmas,
and this year you have ten days without a single
break fi-om the hook and pattern of the winter's
sun. East is the best house; the flowers
bend in fragrance of the feed you lay
out for the cardinal who stays all year.
Since the sea is your favorite image in handiwork
as thistle and harp ofthe seamstress,
haven ofthe great maps of the world,
right under your foot, the heart stamps upon us—
stump, the pulling out ofmistakes,
in the candelabra ofyour hair. (22-39)
In the initial lines of the poem the cane, which is a tool for the cripple, is transformed by
the woman's rich life into a stafi^ a symbol of power and strength. It is in the spirit of this
strength that the poet remembers the woman. She provides nourishment for nature which
surrounds her, as well as for the people who love and care about her: "the flowers/ bend in
fragrance of the feed you lay/ out for the cardinal who stays all year," then, "right under
your foot, the heart stamps upon us." Ultimately, the woman's legacy is the power to face
life inspite of past mistakes: "the pulling out ofmistakes/ in the candelabra of your hair."
The dark, negative image of mistakes is usurped by the candelabra which brings light to
dark situations and becomes a metaphor for power and strength.
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Harper often uses food as metaphor in the representation of the woman's
empowerment. In the poem "Breaded Meat, Breaded Hands," the woman's act of food
preparation becomes an act of redemption and provides a revival of the spirit. The image
of the food in the poem represents the poet's children who passed away soon after birth.
The woman's preparation of the food becomes an attempt to incorporate the spirit of the
dead children into the life of the family. The entire act of food preparation becomes a
ritual ofhealing and a means to retain the spirits of the dead sons.
Boards thick with sweet potatoes,
the piecrust cooled in the icebox,
dough souring on the stove top,
the hands ofour children
damp with flour and butter
oftheir burned skins,
and the marks of cooking
churnings ofthe heated kitchen. (21-28)
In this stanza, the flour and butter represent the skin of the sons; in the seventh stanza, the
woman is able to take the images of her dead sons and offer them as nourishment for her
family. By doing so, their deaths won't be in vain. By this act, the woman becomes
empowered to bring not only herself but the entire family back from the brink of a
nightmare. In her ritual of food preparation comes warmth: "At the hearth of this
house,/my woman, cutting the bits of guile." The cleverness of mind and spirit are
necessary for the speaker to recover from the tragedy of death. The warmth the woman
establishes her as the physical and spiritual provider of the house: "feed this room, and our
children." The final four lines ofthe poem confirms this assertion:
the hearth ofthis house
is this woman, the strength of the bread
in her hands, the meat in her marrow
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and ofher blood. (40-43)
As these last lines confirm, it is the woman who holds the family together, who,
through her strength, resolves the pain suffered. She brings warmth to the home and
nourishment to her bereaving family. Because of her ability to empower herself and her
family, even in the face of such tragedy, she is able to provide a sense of relief and a sense
ofhope which is crucial in the continuation of the family.
Through his awareness of the problems ofwomen, in their quest for self-definition
and empowerment. Harper develops of his own sense of reality. Even though the women
he writes about range fi'om his wife to legendary jazz singers, they all have the ability to
heal and nurture a world which often criticizes and does harm to their sense of self
Because of this, women, in Harper's poetry deserve a place of reverence and the adulation
of the poet and his readers. In their journey to know themselves, they often assist others





This study has focused on Michael S. Harper's representation of women in his
poetry. Harper sees women as connectors linking the historical past with the present. He
portrays them as agents stabilizing their African American families, and he shows them as
individuals seeking identity and empowerment. In this process, they assist others in
achieving regeneration. Harper's representation of women speaks to their
mulitdemensional nature, as well as the author's own struggles wdth sexism, pain, and
death. In Harper's poetry women are nurturers and healers who possess the power to
maintain cultural and ancestral ties with the past. Women are key in sustaining family ties
through their roles as birthgivers and witnesses to death. In their struggle for self¬
definition and empowerment lies the abihty to heal from the most devastating wounds.
For Harper, women are classic jazz tunes which uplift, feed and leave those around them
filled with new understanding.
Harper believes that the Afiican American poet has a special duty to reveal
historical wrongs and set the historical record straight. Thus, in bridging the past and the
presence in Afiican American history, particularly. Harper uses famous women and
historical events as allusions, metaphors and symbols. Blues and jazz singers such as
Bessie Smith and Sarah Vaughan in the poems, "Blues Alabama," and "Saint Sassy
Devine" reflect this technique. Further, in these poems and in "Gen'l Tubman, AsWe Call
Her," and "American History" Harper utilizes black female figures to show connections to
their Afiican American past and to expose the contradictions between the American dream
and the reality of that dream for Afiican Americans. His portrayal of Harriet Tubman in
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"Gen'l Tubman, AsWe Call Her," and the four young girls killed in the Alabama bombing
in "American History," links the past and the present, and challenges the validity of
progress for contemporary black Americans. The death of the four young girls in the
Alabama bombing symbolizes the need for the continuation of the struggles depicted in
Tubman's Underground Railroad activities in "Gen'l Tubman."
Also, in the attempt to maintain an accurate historical record. Harper employs
women in the establishment of "place". The way in which African Americans view
themselves within their surroundings greatly influences their day to day reality. In poems
such as "Families Album" and "Alice," women are crucial in the establishment of place. In
"Families Album" a woman and her children provide a link to the present through the
home in which they lived. For the narrator and his family, who now occupy the home, the
woman's presence there becomes a spiritual link to the past. By blending the images of the
home and the surrounding environment with the physical traits of the woman. Harper
clearly connects place with the woman. The woman, the home and the natural
environment all combine to teach the narrator about the sanctity of the ancestors and how
they leave their marks on the physical places they have been. In this poem a house, built
of brick and wood, becomes a holy, spiritual place which deserves to be honored because
of the presence of the woman. In the poem "Alice," place also becomes a connection to
the past. The poem depicts Alice Walker's journey to find the missing grave ofher hterary
ancestor Zora Neale Hurston. The journey becomes much more than an attempt to place
a marker on a grave; it becomes the reestablishment of a lost connection to the ancestors.
Harper recognizes the importance of this act not only in the life ofWalker, but in the fives
of all African Americans. Hurston becomes a cultural "saint" who guides through the
present chaos. Harper also joins Walker and his grandmother, both named Alice, in this
community of sainthood.
And for this I say you name: Alice,
my grandmother's name, your name,
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conjured in snake-infested field
where Zora Neale welcomed you home,
and where I speak fi-om now
on higher ground ofher risen
black marker where you have written
you name in hers, and in mine.
The placing of the marker, in other words the recognition of Hurston's life and
accomplishments, is a rite which raises those existing in the present to a higher ground of
understanding. The establishment of place, represented in the journey to Hurston's grave,
becomes a spiritual manifestation ofhealing and an act of homage to the ancestors.
In Harper's poetry women also hold the keys to preserving family ties. The
concept of "kin" plays a crucial role in most of Harper's poetry because he believes
through family, both real and ideological, healing can take place:
When Harper tells us "A man is another man's face," he alludes to
the concentric nature ofkinship—a set ofever widening circles
that inevitably includes the entire human community (Lauter 2770).
Because kinship and family are so important in Harper's work, women play decisive roles
in maintaining these ties in hostile times. In his poems which address the importance of
kinship. Harper often relies on women close to home, such as his wife, Shirl, his daughter
Rachel, and his grandmother, Alice Braxton Johnson, to show how family and kin can heal
in the face of pain and tragedy. Their intricate relationships, inherent with failure and
success, show the destructive and redemptive aspects of kin. In two poems dedicated to
the up and down relationship of his wife and his mother-in-law, "Kin" and "After the
Operations," Harper examines how the positive and negative aspects of kin create both
disease and renewal, respectively. Through dramatic imagery and conflict, the image of
the two women and their relationship shows the reader that the emotional weight of family
brings both happiness and pain. In poems such as "The Journal," "The Waterbowl" and
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"Nightmare Begins Responsibility," women act as witnesses to death and birthgivers,
becoming active participants in the cycle to life. The deaths ofHarper's two newborn sons
and his wife's pain in the struggle of childbirth, provide the inspiration for these poems. In
these poems death becomes a metaphor for the erosion of the family, and the woman's
strength becomes a metaphor for healing. Harper, as poet, serves as the recorder of these
experiences, giving the kin portrayed in them immortality.
Harper also recognizes the importance of empowerment in the lives ofwomen and
attempts to show how their struggles for self-empowerment affects those around them.
For Harper jazz is a powerful metaphor for empowerment, and he utilizes the lives of
great women ofjazz, like Sarah Vaughan and Billie Holiday to show how their music and
lives testify to individual pain and empowerment. The improvisational spirit of jazz is
applied to their lives and speaks to their ability to heal their personal wounds or aid in the
healing of their audience. Harper also employs images of nature as a metaphor for female
empowerment. In the natural beauty and strength of the world. Harper envisions the lives
of women who are compared to trees, flowers and animals. Food and physical
nourishment bring power and strength to women who struggle to heal from self-imposed
wounds and wounds imposed by society. Through women's struggles for personhood.
Harper is able to arrive at new insights into his own sense ofself
Michael Harper is a valuable asset to American literature and letters. Nominated
for the National Book Award in 1971, Harper is one of America's fi-esh, contemporary
voices. According to some critics of Harper's poetry, Gwendolyn Brooks among them,
his writing is "vigorous," "brilliant" and "magnificiently different" fi'om most contemporary
poets (Herman 404). Harper is, indeed, a poet worth critical and scholarly attention.
Unfortunately, he has not received the attention in American literature that he deserves.
However, his wide range of subject matter, including the plight of women, unusual
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